**Jane Austen and the Canterbury Tale**
**Stephanie Barron**

Set in 1813, Barron’s excellent 11th Jane Austen mystery: a mysterious corpse in Jane’s backyard is somewhat of a wedding crasher for Adelaide Fiske and Andrew MacAllister. And then we learn the dead man was Adelaide’s first husband.

---

**Amanda**
**Debra White Smith**

A delightful contemporary novel set in Australia that captures the wit and humor of Jane Austen’s Emma. Amanda is a bit bored until she meets Haley and decides that with a little sprucing up, she would be the perfect wife for the local pastor. But when Haley is attracted to Nathaniel, why is Amanda’s heart suddenly anxious?

---

**Only Mr. Darcy Will Do**
**Kara Louise**

After her father’s death, Elizabeth Bennet goes to work as a governess. Little does she know the Willstones are social acquaintances of the Bingleys and the Darcys. Elizabeth finds herself once again drawn into Mr. Darcy’s orbit.

---

**Death comes to Pemberley**
**P.D. James**

A rare meeting of literary genius: P. D. James, long among the most admired mystery writers of our time, draws the characters of Jane Austen’s beloved novel Pride and Prejudice into a tale of murder and emotional mayhem.

---

**Fitzwilliam Darcy, Rock Star**
**Heather Lynn Rigaud**

Rigaud presents a witty, riveting, and sexy retelling of Pride and Prejudice in her debut novel. Sex, drugs, and rock ‘n’ roll go surprisingly well with this retelling of Austen’s classic.

---

**Definitely Not Mr. Darcy**
**Karen Doornebos**

Lifelong Jane Austen Society member, Chloe Parker runs an antique letterpress. When her business fails, she auditions for a reality dating show where eight women compete to snare Mr. Wrightman and his estate.

---

**Bridget Jones’ Diary**
**Helen Fielding**

This laugh-out-loud chronicle charts a year in the life of Bridget Jones, a single girl on a permanent, doomed quest for self-improvement. Bridget struggles to keep her life on an even keel (or at least afloat). Through it all, she will have her readers helpless with laughter.

---

**Dancing with Mr. Darcy**
**SS Dancing**

An anthology of winning entries in the Jane Austen Short Story Award 2009 compiled by bestselling author Waters.
Family Fortune
Laurie Horowitz
FIC HOROWITZ
Jane Austen in Boston: a modern retelling of Persuasion in which the sensible daughter of a flighty Brahmin family finds love against all odds.

Mansfield Revisited
Joan Aiken
FIC AIKEN
In this sequel to Jane Austen’s Mansfield Park, Aiken works diligently to puncture the overt snobbery of her upper-class characters while devising new fates for the younger Bertram cousins.

Mr. Darcy Takes a Wife
Linda Berdoll
FIC BERDOLL
A rollicking sequel to Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice. Austenites who enjoy the many continuations of her novels will find much to love about this sequel, especially Berdoll’s depiction of the enduring, strong love between Elizabeth and Darcy.

North by Northanger
Carrie Bebris
M BEBRIS
The Darcys are more than prepared for a bit of peace and quiet at Pemberley as Elizabeth settles into her pregnancy. However, their peace is cut short when they receive summons to Northanger Abbey and the Darcy legacy is threatened.

Jane Austen in Scarsdale
Paula Marantz Cohen
FIC COHEN
With all the wit and perceptiveness of Jane Austen’s Persuasion, Jane Austen in Scarsdale is a fresh and romantic new comedy about a dedicated guidance counselor, Anne. Can love be rekindled between her and the once penniless, now successful author, Cal?

Pemberley Ranch
Jack Caldwell
FIC CALDWELL
Pride and Prejudice retold in the aftermath of the civil war. Beth Bennet can’t avoid Will Darcy, a confederate officer who owns half of the land around Rosings, Texas. Will becomes enchanted with the fiery Yankee, Beth.

Pride and Prejudice and Zombies
Seth Grahame-Smith
FIC GRAHAME
A mysterious plague has fallen upon the quiet English village of Meryton and the dead are returning to life! What ensues is a delightful comedy of manners with plenty of civilized sparring between the two young lovers and even more violent sparring on the blood-soaked battlefield.

The Other Mr. Darcy
Monica Fairview
FIC FAIRVIEW
Robert Darcy is as charming as Fitzwilliam Darcy is proud, and he is stunned to find a beautiful young woman weeping at his cousin’s wedding. Caroline Bingley is humiliated to discover this American stranger has witnessed her emotional display.

Can love conquer all?